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Figure 1: Application Masterplan

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Context

Applicants

1.1.1 The applicants include Bovis Homes Ltd, William Davis 
Ltd, Hallam Land Management and the Wellingborough 
East Landowners Group.  

1.1.2 The Landowners Group first formally came together in 
July 2000 and comprised of the major landowners and 
option holders (including William Davis and Hallam Land 
Management).  The Landowners Group together and 
the Borough Council of Wellingborough (BCW) agreed 
to proceed in a joint public/private partnership to bring 
forward the Wellingborough East site as a sustainable 
urban extension.  

1.1.3 Subsequently the Landowners Group believed it important 
to involve a high profile lead developer in the project.  Bovis 
Homes were selected on the basis of their commercial 
viability, their commitment to sustainability, and their high 
national profile.

1.1.4 All parties remain committed to the long-term development 
of Wellingborough East and share a strong desire to create 
an exciting exemplar of a sustainable urban extension.  This 
has culminated in the submission of an outline planning 
application in August 2004 of which this Masterplan is a 
key part.  Subsequently the Masterplan has been revised in 
response to stakeholder and public consultation responses 
to the submitted planning application. This supplementary 
report to the original Masterplan report incorporates those 
amendments (see paragraph 1.4.15 below)

1.1.5 The need for a Master Plan is set out in the adopted 
Borough of Wellingborough Local Plan Alteration and the 
Wellingborough East Development Framework SPG which 
states (para. 8.1.3) “The main outline planning application 
will need to be accompanied by a three-dimensional 
masterplan setting out in written and illustrative terms the 
proposals for the whole area in overall terms, with more 
detailed indicative detailing related to key areas.”

1.1.6 This Masterplan is submitted to meet that requirement 
(Figure 1: Application  Masterplan).  
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1.3.3 The importance of urban design and how it can make our 
towns and cities better places to live was raised by the 
Urban Task Force and its Urban Renaissance.  This led 
directly to the Urban White Paper, which followed a number 
of studies including Sustainable Residential Quality which 
looks at the housing potential of large sites.  Subsequently 
English Partnership’s Urban Design Compendium,  CABE 
and the DETR’s (as it was then) By Design, which looks 
at urban design practice in the planning system, and By 
Design: Better Places to Live prepared by DTLR (as it 
was then) and CABE to accompany PPG3: Housing have 
been published. The development at Wellingborough East 
has been, and will continue to be, designed and finally built 
within this policy context.  

1.4. Project Evolution

Local Plan Allocation

1.4.1 Policy WE2 of the Adopted Borough Council of 
Wellingborough Local Plan (1999) identified the western 
half of the application site as an opportunity to provide 
“an exciting mixed development of housing, leisure and 
employment uses closely related and accessible to the 
existing urban area east of Wellingborough and the facilities 
it offers”.

1.4.2 This development was not progressed following the adoption 
of the Local Plan as the Structure Plan was under review and 
set out significantly greater development requirements.   

1.4.3 The Borough Council of Wellingborough Local Plan 
Alteration (2004), therefore, proposes to expand on the 
original provisions for Wellingborough East to meet the new 
development requirements set out in the Northamptonshire 
Structure Plan.  An enlarged Wellingborough East Strategic 
Development Area (SDA) is identified under Policy U14.  
The Local Plan Alteration asserts that the site is considered 
the most sustainable option for developing Wellingborough, 
in that it offers the most potential for utilising brownfield land 
and potentially maximises the use of the railway.

1.2. Aims and Objectives

Masterplan Aims

1.2.1 In support of the outline planning application for develop-
ment at Wellingborough East, this Masterplan:

• Provides a comprehensive and viable urban design and 
landscape framework to guide future development of the 
site;

• Describes and explains the development, transport, envi-
ronmental and landscape proposals; and 

• Illustrates the type character and quality of development 
proposed.

Development Objectives

1.2.2 The development proposed is based on an integrated land-
use and transportation approach.  Core objectives are to:

• Mixed Use 

 Create a high quality and mixed use community incorpo-
rating a variety of housing, employment, commercial, rec-
reation and community uses that allow the residents and 
occupiers to meet their everyday needs within the develop-
ment.

 Provide a mix of housing types and tenures to ensure the 
development of a balanced and “sustainable” community,  
up to 27% of which will be provided as affordable housing.  
This will also include a proportion of “Lifetime” homes.

• Accessibility

 Ensure safe, attractive and convenient access to employ-
ment and local amenities that reduces the need to travel.

 Provide direct public transport routes and services, as 
well as pedestrian and cycle routes, to encourage the use 
of alternative modes to the private car.

• Integration 

 Fully integrate development with the existing town and 
environment, socially as well as physically, to contribute to 
its well-being.  Conversely, integration into the surrounding 
landscape will ensure that potential issues of coalescence 
with neighbouring settlements do not arise.

• Environment

 Respond to the site’s landscape qualities and integrate 
new features including Sustainable Urban Drainage 
Systems to manage surface water in an environmentally 
sustainable manner.  New open spaces will be created 
including recreation and leisure facilities.

 Ensure an efficient use of land.  This will also ensure 
the viability of community facilities and public transport 
services.

1.3. Design Philosophy

1.3.1 The design led approach to the creation of a conceptual 
framework ensures that the building blocks of the 
Masterplan are in place to address the sustainable 
development issues highlighted above.   The approach to 
the development design is context driven and focused on 
the creation of quality places.  The Wellingborough East 
development will include memorable places as a result 
of the pursuit of excellence in the creation of sustainable, 
enjoyable, accessible and attractive places.  This is the 
single most important facet to the design philosophy 
behind the Wellingborough East Masterplan. 

1.3.2  A design-led approach has allowed the development of a 
clear and coherent framework that will achieve the desired 
structure and form, yet allows sufficient flexibility for 
innovative design and economic change over the lifetime 
of the project.

PAGE 2PAGE 2
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Community Consultation

1.4.5 From the outset of the development of proposals for 
Wellingborough East, the Borough Council has placed 
a significant emphasis on community involvement 
and consultation.  The applicants and their consultant 
team have taken an active role in all of the public and 
stakeholder workshops, presentations and exhibitions.  
The details of these events are set out in the Statement 
of Community Involvement submitted as part of the 
planning application.

1.4.6 The first consultation event in June 2001 was facilitated 
by the John Thompson Partnership to review the issues, 
principles, challenges and opportunities of the site and its 
development.  

1.4.7 This was followed by two separate events facilitated by the 
Princes Trust Foundation.  The first event, held in November 
2001, was a three-day masterplanning exercise to prepare 
a development framework for the SDA.  Key stakeholders 
including community groups, residents, Council officers, 
local members, parish councillors, landowners and 
developers attended and contributed to the event.  The 
event was workshop based and explored the key issues 
and characteristics of Wellingborough East.  At the end 
of the three day workshop, the facilitators presented an 
illustrative masterplan which reflected the findings and 
outputs of the groups. 

1.4.8 The second consultation event took place in March 2002 
and sought to build on the illustrative masterplan prepared 
at the previous event. It considered detailed design issues 
related to the development of a sustainable new community 
in specific areas of the SDA, including the Station Island 
site, the Town Park and the Neighbourhood Centre.

1.4.9 In September 2002 the applicants presented a Masterplan, 
which had been developed in the light of environmental and 
technical studies undertaken and the outcome of the various 
community consultation events, to the key stakeholders. 
Information in respect of transportation, access, drainage, 
the scale, form and phasing of development and an 
indication of the suggested design detail was provided and 
feedback invited.  

1.4.10 This was followed in November 2002 by a public exhibition 
in the Swansgate Shopping Centre, Wellingborough.

1.4.11 During the course of 2003 the Council has held focused 
workshops to inform the preparation of the Development 
Framework Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) and 
Detailed SPGs for the Neighbourhood Centre, Station 
Island and Land at Eastfield Road.  

1.4.12 In October 2004, following the submission of the outline 
application to BCW in August 2004, a public presentation 
was made in The Castle which provided the public with an 
opportunity to seek clarification in respect of the application 
proposals.  A further 3 day public exhibition was held in the 
Swansgate Centre in December 2004.  

1.4.13 Further public consultation is planned in light of the 
revisions incorporated into the Masterplan since the 
original submission in August 2004.

Masterplan Evolution

1.4.14 This Masterplan has evolved from the scheme design 
developed in the first instance by the applicants in 2001/
2002 which incorporated the agreed principles established 
in The Princes Trust exercises.  

1.4.15 The development principles outlined here are founded in 
current planning policy and best design practice, ultimately 
to ensure the delivery of a sustainable development.  As 
a consequence of the constrained nature of the site, 
however, deliverability and viability of the scheme are 
also key issues,  They have, therefore, been fundamental 
considerations in the evolution of the Masterplan.

1.4.16 Subsequent stakeholder and public consultation events 
and the preparation of the Development Framework SPG 
have facilitated the Masterplan’s further refinement to that 
submitted with the planning application in August 2004.  
This has included on-going consultation with Borough 
Council officers and key stakeholders (e.g. County 
Highways, The Highways Agency and the Environment 
Agency). 

1.4.17 As stated above, the Masterplan was subsequently been 
revised in response to stakeholder and public consultation 

 responses to the submitted planning application.  A 
supplementary report to the original Masterplan report  
submitted in August 2005 incorporated those amendments.  
Including:

• amendments to the principal access route alignments (with 
some consequent changes to the application red line), 

• an increase in the proposed density of the residential 
development,

• provision of further detail in respect of the proposed 
construction phasing, 

• the identification of floodplain and ecology compensation 
areas, and 

• minor amendments in respect of the road hierarchy, open 
space and landscape strategy.

1.4.18 The planning application was also amended to exclude the 
reserve development areas.  However, their location was 
still indicated in the Masterplan to ensure that the site was 
comprehensively planned.

1.4.19 The Borough Council resolved to grant planning permission 
for the proposed development in March 2006.  However, 
following a review of the scheme undertaken by the 
applicants subsequent to that resolution, a further revision 
to the scheme is proposed and set out in this second 
Supplementary Report.

1.4.20 The proposed revision seeks to include the areas that 
were, in the 2005 submission, indicated as the  reserve 
residential development areas, within the actual residential 
development areas. Effectively this returns the extent of the 
residential development area to precisely that indicated in 
the original Masterplan Report.  However, whilst the total 
size of the residential development area increases by 
15ha, the total number of residential dwellings that will be 
delivered (3,200) remains precisely the same.  That is, the 
average density of the proposed development decreases.    
New reserve residential development areas are identifi ed to 
meet the Local Plan Policy requirements, but they are still 
excluded from the actual planning application. The size of 
the secondary school has also increased slightly.

PAGE 3PAGE 3
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1.5. Structure of Report

1.5.1 This Supplementary Masterplan report is split into 3 parts 
as follows :

 Part A: Context and Analysis

  This supplement replaces only pages 2 to 5 of 
the original Masterplan report.  The original report which 
describes the site and its context and summarises the in-
depth analysis and background studies undertaken over 
the last 3 years which have informed the preparation of the 
Masterplan remains valid.

 Part B: Masterplan Framework

  This supplement replaces Part B of the original 
Masterplan report in its entirety.  It specifies the core 
Masterplan principles, outlines the development concepts 
and explains the core components of the Masterplan 
in terms of access and movement, the urban form, 
community provision, landscape and development capacity 
and phasing.

 Part C: Character Areas

  This supplement provides additional illustrative 
material to complement Part C of the original report which 
explains in more detail how the specific development 
proposals in each character area will work and illustrates 
what the development might look like. 

PAGE 4PAGE 4
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Figure 2: Planning Application Boundary
SCALE 1:20,000
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2. SITE ANALYSIS

2.1. Site Location

2.1.1 The application site is located on the eastern fringe of 
Wellingborough in Northamptonshire.  It forms the main 
part of a Strategic Development Area (SDA) allocated in 
the Northamptonshire Structure Plan and The Borough 
Council of  Wellingborough Local Plan. 

2.1.2 The site encompasses approximately 339ha. of land.  
The planning application boundary is derived from the 
form of the Masterplan. Figure 2: Planning Application 
Boundary is a composite of the red line plan for both 
the Borough Council of Wellingborough application and 
the East Northamptonshire Council application (Eastern 
Access Route 7 junction with the A45(T) which has now 
been approved). 

2.2. Development Context

2.2.1 The Borough of Wellingborough is one of seven districts 
in Northamptonshire.  It covers an area of 163km2 and 
has a population of approximately 72,530 (2001 National 
Census). The historic market town of Wellingborough, 
located to the east of Northampton, is the largest town in 
the Borough.  

2.2.2 Anglo-Saxon in origin, Wellingborough expanded rapidly in 
the 1960’s and 1970’s as a result of an agreement between 
the Urban District Council and London County Council/
Greater London Council allowing Wellingborough to act as 
an “expansion town” to accommodate overspill population 
from London. During that period the population increased 
from 26,000 to 60,000.  

2.2.3 Wellingborough has historically developed in a radial 
pattern.  The Railway line and River Ise have until now, 
however, prevented development further east.  

PAGE 5PAGE 5
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Figure 3: Land Use
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Settlement Context

2.2.4 Wellingborough and the application site are immediately 
surrounded by four settlements (Figure 3: Land Use). 
These comprise the villages of Finedon (3km to the 
north),and Irchester (3km to the south-east) and the towns 
of Irthlingborough (3km to the north-east) and Rushden 
(3km to the east) which merges into Higham Ferrars (5km 
to the east).

Strategic Infrastructure 

2.2.5 Wellingborough has always benefited from its central 
location and its excellent links to the strategic road network, 
including the A509, A510, A6(T) and the A45(T) (Figure 4: 
Transport Routes).  The A45(T) provides an east-west 
route south of the town leading directly to junctions 15, 15A 
and 16 of the M1 and the A14, whilst the A509 provides a 
north-south route which links to the A14, Junction 14 of the 
M1 and the A1(M). 

2.2.6 Wellingborough is served by a railway station on the 
Midland Mainline.  This line provides a regular service 
between Leeds and London St. Pancras.  The journey to 
London takes only 50 minutes, and London St. Pancras is 
to be the new hub for the Channel Tunnel link.

PAGE 6PAGE 6
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Figure 4: Transport Routes
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The Local Economy

2.2.7 The 1960’s and 1970’s saw significant growth in 
Wellingborough’s economy as a result of notable new 
inward investment and low unemployment levels. Whilst 
the economy saw decline in the 1980s and early 1990s, 
recent years have seen an increase within the Borough’s 
economic activity rates and an improvement in the skill 
base of the workforce. 

2.2.8 Traditionally, Wellingborough’s economy was largely 
based on manufacturing, particularly the footwear and 
engineering industries. More recently the economy has 
experienced some diversification, but approximately 30% 
of the workforce is still employed within the manufacturing 
sector. Whilst this sector experienced some decline in the 
1980s, it remained stable through the late 1990s and today 
receives a higher than average employment rate than 
either the county or regional averages.

2.2.9 Wholesale and retail distribution (accounting for 
approximately 22% of Wellingborough’s employment) and 
transport, storage and communication (approximately 10%) 
are also important sectors in the town when compared to 
the county and regional averages.  Significantly, the real 
estate, renting and business sector has shown signs 
of growth in recent years and has, therefore, become 
increasingly important to the Borough’s economy. 

PAGE 7PAGE 7
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Retail Provision outside the Town Centre 

2.2.13 Retail provision outside of the town centre is limited to 
local shops and to two supermarkets (a ‘Sainsburys’ and 
a ‘Tescos’ located on the south-western and southern 
peripheries respectively.) These two supermarkets, 
together with the ‘Morrisons’ store (located directly adjacent 
to the Central Area) are the primary foodstore providers in 
the town.  There is scope, therefore, for further foodstore 
provision within the development.

Community and Recreation Facilities

2.2.14 Wellingborough contains a full range of community 
facilities many of which are located in the town centre. The 
town’s hospital and emergency services are located off of 
Irthlingborough Road, the primary and secondary schools 
are dispersed around the town, and Further Education is 
provided at the Tresham Institute.  

2.2.15 There are two leisure centres located within Wellingborough 
but a notable lack of commercial leisure facilities. There is 
only a small bowling alley located close to the A45(T) and 
a small private gym off of Wilby Way.

2.2.16 There are, however, a number of sports clubs dispersed 
throughout the town including football, rugby, cricket and 
tennis.  Moreover, the incision of green spaces through the 
built form of Wellingborough, often along stream corridors, 
is a particular characteristic of the town (Figure 3: Land 
Use). In terms of open space provision, therefore, the 
town is well provided for with many formal and informal 
parks, public gardens and a number of allotment gardens.  
Irchester Country Park to the south of the town is also an 
important local facility.

2.2.10 There are four main industrial estates located within the 
town, all located at its periphery (Figure 3: Land Use). The 
most recent of these developments, Park Farm Industrial 
Estate, lies at the western edge of the town outside of the 
ring road and was established as an Enterprise Zone in 
1983. Furthermore, the southern section, Park Farm South, 
was established as a Simplified Planning Zone in 1993. 
Finedon Road Industrial Estate, the largest of the four 
estates, is located at the north-eastern edge of the town 
adjacent to the application site. The smaller Dennington 
and Leyland Industrial Estates are located to the south and 
east of the town respectively. The latter is of particular note 
as it lies east of the railway line and is located within the 
SDA.

Wellingborough Town Centre

2.2.11 Wellingborough town centre is located marginally to 
the east of the geographical centre of the town and sits 
approximately 2km from the centre of the application site.  
It is a relatively large centre and acts as the principal retail 
and service centre in the Borough.  It contains a significant 
range of retailers and high-order service providers, a 
weekly market, offices and other employment premises.

2.2.12 The town centre also accommodates many of the town’s 
community and recreational facilities, including public 
buildings (e.g. the library) and the Council offices. The 
Tresham Institute (College), a youth centre, and The Castle 
(a multi-functional arts - including theatre - community and 
business facility) are also located within the central area. 
These are complemented by the provision of a number of 
pubs and restaurants. 

PAGE 8PAGE 8
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Figure 5: Topography
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2.3. Land Form 

2.3.1 The application site and its surroundings encompass a 
gently undulating landform. The primary topographical 
features in the area are the two river valleys of the Nene 
and Ise Rivers (Figure 5: Topography). The River Ise 
flows south into the River Nene which then flows east 
long the valley adjacent to a number of lakes that were 
formerly sand and gravel pits. The application site lies to 
the immediate north of where the two rivers converge. 
A ridgeline (peaking at a height of 80m AOD) separates 
the two valleys.  This    runs in a south-westerly direction 
across the centre of the site.

2.3.2 Two small valleys are incised into the north-eastern part 
of the site running from Sidegate Lane to the west / 
southwest.

Geology 

2.3.3 Wellingborough itself is situated upon a layer of 
Northampton Sand.  A layer of Upper Lias Clay (of Lower 
Jurassic date) extends across much of the application site, 
including the valleys of the Nene and the Ise. The higher 
land associated with the dominant south-westerly ridgeline 
within the site, and the higher valley land associated 
with the localized valleys of the Ise, comprise a layer of 
Northampton Sand, the majority of which was worked out 
as open cast. Backfilling has resulted in locally extensive 
areas of Made Ground.

2.3.4 Dominated by the river valleys of the Nene and Ise the 
area contains within it alluvial and head deposits. These 
rest upon a bed of sand and gravel.  Extensive mineral 
extraction has taken place in the area immediately 
surrounding Chester House and the rail line in the Nene 
Valley. 

PAGE 9PAGE 9
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2.4. Existing Land Use

2.4.1 There is a variety of land uses within the site and surrounding 
area.  The majority of application site is in agricultural, 
predominantly arable, use (Figure 3: Land Use).  Five 
operating farms lie within, or close to, the application site, 
although commercial use of the some of farm buildings or 
associated with the farmsteads is apparent. 

2.4.2 Work undertaken as part of the Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) included a detailed Agricultural Land 
Classification (ALC) survey of a wider assessment site 
(Figure 6: Agricultural Land Quality).  The majority of 
the site is considered to be best and most agricultural land 
classified as Grades 2 and 3a.  The Lower Ise Valley is 
almost entirely Grade 3b. 

2.4.3 A small number of industrial buildings lie within the 
boundaries of the site, the majority associated with the 
railway and along the western edge of the site (i.e. Mill 
Road Industrial Estate). The area was the focus of heavy 
industry such as brickworks, gasworks and large ironworks 
in the nineteenth century. Much of this development was 
demolished in the 1920’s yet many of the older structures 
associated with development from the railway remain. Both 
the Mill Road Industrial Estate and Leyland Works were 
developed in the 1970’s / 80’s. The railway station itself 
and Higgins Yard (a former Builders Yard on Midland Road) 
also lie within the application site.  Additionally, Finedon 
Road provides access to a number of small industrial / 
commercial properties, including a scrapyard. 

2.4.4 There is little residential development within the site 
although there are dwellings associated with the farm 
businesses and on Mill Lane.

2.4.5 An Anglian Water Pumping Station lies in the south-western 
section of the site. This is accessed from Irthlingborough 
Road. 

PAGE 10PAGE 10
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2.4.6 The main residential and employment areas of 
Wellingborough lie to the west of the application site.  Further 
agricultural land and Sidegate Lane Landfill Site lies to the 
north and east.  The Kangaroo Spinney traveller’s site, a 
former abattoir site and redundant industrial buildings lie to 
the south.

2.5. Accessibility

Transport Infrastructure

2.5.1 The site itself contains little existing transport infrastructure 
(Figure 4: Transport Routes). The most notable is the rail 
line which forms the western boundary of the site and the 
railway station accessed via Midland Road.  The proposed 
development offers significant scope to enhance the 
facilities provided at the railway station.

2.5.2 Existing roads which cross the application site include 
Finedon Road/Wellingborough Road (A510) and 
Irthlingborough Road (B751).  Further east beyond the 
application site, Sidegate Lane connects these two 
roads. These can be enhanced to accommodate the 
development. 

2.5.3 Additional access routes will, however, be required.  The 
development of an Access Strategy has indicated that the 
following potential routes into the site are viable:

• Extension of Midland Road across the rail line and River 
Ise;

• Link from the Embankment and Turnells Mill Lane 
roundabout;

• Link to Ditchford Road/A45(T); and

• Link to Northern Way. 

2.5.4 The potential for the provision of an Eastern Relief Road 
has been highlighted in various consultations.

Public Rights of Way

2.5.5 The site is crossed by relatively few public rights of way 
(Figure 4: Transport Routes and Public Rights of Way). 
Public footpaths UM008 and UM010 run concurrently 
through the centre of the site in a north-easterly direction 
from Mill Lane Industrial Estate (joining with UM009 at 
South Hill Farm) to the point where UM010 meets the 
Irthlingborough Road. 

2.5.6 In the southern section of the application site public 
footpath UL012 runs in a north-easterly direction from the 
B571 (Irthlingborough Road) to Ditchford Bridge.  Also of 
note is the Nene Way (a National Trail within the Nene 
Valley) which is proposed for further enhancement as part 
of Nene Valley Partnership proposals.

2.5.7 At the northern tip of the site a bridleway (UL035) crosses 
the railway line and heads north to join Harrowden Road.

2.5.8 The development proposals should seek to ensure that 
the existing routes are preserved.  There is, however, 
significant potential to expand the public right of way 
network within the site area.

2.6. Landscape 

2.6.1 A detailed landscape and visual assessment of the site and 
development proposals has been undertaken as part of the 
EIA.

2.6.2 The site itself is not subject to any specific landscape 
designation and in general terms is of limited landscape 
quality.  The most notable landscape features within the 
area are the River Ise and River Nene.  The respective 
river valleys (at approx. 40m AOD) are divided by a ridge 
of higher ground (approx. 65-80m AOD) through the centre 
of the site.  Both rivers offer opportunities for landscape 
enhancement. 
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Figure 7: Signifi cant Landscape Features

2.6.3 Trees within the site are predominantly Ash and Oak.  Few 
individually contribute to the wider landscape character, 
but there are some significant groups (at Irthlingborough 
Grange, west of the Leyland Works, surrounding the 
Anglian Water Pumping Station, and around the scrapyard 
south of Finedon Road), which should be retained, if 
possible  (Figure 7: Significant Landscape Features).  

2.6.4 The hedgerow framework varies in the size and quality 
but is generally patchy.  All 115  hedgerows have been 
assessed using the Hedgerow Evaluation and Grading 
System (HEGS) as part of the Ecology section in the EIA.  
Only 22 hedgerows were categorised Grades 1 or 2 and, 
therefore, considered worthy of retention.  The majority of 
the hedgerows are Grades 3 and 4.  They are dominated 
by hawthorn with an average of two or three other species 
and few mature trees or associated features. Typically they 
range between 2-4m plus in height and 2-3m plus in width. 
These are unlikely to represent important hedges under 
the Hedgerow Regulations 1997.

2.6.5 A complementary historic hedgerow assessment of the site 
has been undertaken for the EIA. This identified a number 
of hedgerows that predated 1850 (and are, therefore, 
considered ‘historic’). The study found that lines of historic 
hedgerows generally run across the site in an east-west 
direction and along main road corridors.
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SOURCE:
Wellingborough 
East Environmental 
Statement

Figure 8: Local Landscape Character
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Landscape Character 

2.6.6 The Wellingborough East site is essentially rural in 
character with agricultural use accommodated in open 
valleys.  Five areas of distinct localised character have 
been identified within the application site (Figure 8).

The Nene Valley (A)

2.6.7 A water dominated environment, this area is characterised 
by the wide, flat floodplain of the Nene which is fed by 
numerous tributaries forming side valleys. Sand and gravel 
extraction in the area has also resulted in a number of 
lakes which offer opportunity for landscape enhancement. 
An essentially tranquil environment, the area is directly 
affected by little built development, however, man-made 
elements (e.g. pylons and the viaduct of Midland Mainline) 
are dominant in the landscape.  The Northamptonshire 
Nene Strategy (1999) highlights the area’s potential for 
enhanced public access.  

The Higher Nene Valley (C) 

2.6.8 This comprises an open area of south facing land which is 
predominantly in arable use with some pasture. The field 
pattern is largely dominated by the rectilinear pattern of 
parliamentary enclosure modified by modern agricultural 
practices. An essentially peaceful environment, the area 
contains little built development, and offers attractive views 
of the lower Nene Valley. 

The Ise Valley (B)

2.6.9 A predominantly small-scale meadow landscape, the River 
Ise itself is lined by hedgerows and willow trees. However, 
the area is detrimentally affected by its urban fringe 
location. It is characterised by its semi-natural environment 
with increasing human influence. The railway line and 
backs of railway yards and industrial development, often 
of low environmental quality, are dominant elements in the 
landscape to the west. 

2.6.10 The future use of this land is an important issue for 
the Masterplan, as it should seek to ensure maximum 
integration with the existing town and enhance the 
environmental quality of the relationship between the   
(current) urban fringe and the Ise Valley.  
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SOURCE:
Wellingborough 
East Environmental 
Statement

Figure 9: Visual Envelope
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The Higher Ise Valley (D) 

2.6.11 This character area comprises a large-scale, and essentially 
exposed, arable landscape with few remaining hedgerows 
dividing a medium to small-scale field structure. Minor 
ridgelines and narrow valleys are common to the area. A 
peaceful environment, the area has limited public access. 

Wellingborough Urban Area (E) 

2.6.12 The existing town comprises an urban character which 
is in stark contrast to the majority of the application site. 
Importantly, the eastern edges offer a generally poor quality 
and inaccessible environment. St Mary’s Church is a 
particularly strong feature a regards views to the town from 
the application site.

Visual Impact 

2.6.13 There are a number of vegetation blocks, particularly to 
the north-east that screen the site from wider views. These 
together with the topography of the site and the surrounding 
area would limit the visual impact of development from 
Irchester and Finedon (Figure 9: Visual Envelope).  

2.6.14 Generally, however, there is not a strong landscape 
framework. The Nene Valley landscape has an open 
character providing long views to neighbouring settlements 
to the south and southeast. The area is dominated by a 
number of linear features including the railway line (and 
the attractive viaduct where its crosses the river), electricity 
pylons that run along the valley, the A45(T) set against 
Irchester Country Park to the south and the string of lakes 
along the valley floor which have been formed as a result 
of historic mineral extraction. The Chettles plant is also 
prominent in the landscape.  It is not possible to screen the 
long distance views of the site but the careful use of internal 
and off-site planting and the design of the urban fringe 
will, however, break up the mass of built development and 
ensure the provision of an appropriate frontage to the Nene 
Valley.
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Figure 10a: Phase 1 Habitat Survey
SOURCE:
Wellingborough 
East Environmental 
Statement

2.6.15 The Ise Valley is contained by the south-westerly ridgeline 
to the east and the built form of the town to the west.  In 
this respect the area appears to visually relate more to the 
town than it does to the surrounding countryside, although 
the Midland Mainline and floodplain act as physical and 
physiological barriers between the town and the site. Views 
out of the Ise Valley are contained and dominated by the 
town.  The Leyland Industrial Estate Tower and St. Mary’s 
Church are, however, key visual reference points.

2.7. Ecology 

2.7.1 A detailed ecological assessment of the site and 
development proposals has been undertaken as part of the 
EIA.  No Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs), Special 
Protection Areas or candidate Special Conservation Areas 
exist within the site, although two SSSIs lie within 2km.  Two 
County Wildlife Sites (CWS) / Sites of Interest for Nature 
Conservation (SINC) lie on the line of the southern access 
route: Wellingborough Marsh and the Triangular Meadow.   
Appropriate mitigation measures will be required to protect 
their future value.

2.7.2 The site is predominantly situated within an intensively 
managed agricultural setting with few semi-natural 
habitats (Figure 10: Phase 1 Habitat Survey). Those 
present are restricted and generally of low potential nature 
conservation value, consistent with intensively managed 
agricultural farmland. The predominant habitat comprises 
the field boundary hedgerows with scattered hedgerow 
trees of varying quality, associated field drainage ditches 
and narrow field margins (with only common species 
associated with arable cultivation) and ruderal plant 
communities.

2.7.3 The area provides good commuting and foraging habitat 
for bat species but limited potential for roosting.  Badger 
setts have been identified on the site.  Furthermore, the 
river corridors accommodate a number of birds of interest.
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Figure 10b: Phase 1 Habitat Survey
(Access Routes)
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2.7.4 There is, however, significant scope for extensive habitat 
creation, enhancement and management for nature 
conservation notably in the Ise Valley and the retention 
of existing hedgerows.  The River Ise’s value could be 
significantly increased by creating habitats immediately 
adjacent to it that will be of greater value to species using 
the river.  This may include creation of meanders, marshy 
grassland and grassland that is not treated with any 
fertilizers or herbicides.  Value could also be enhanced 
by planting small areas of willow carr.  The retained 
hedgerows could be improved through planting up of gaps 
and correct management to improve their structure and 
value to local wildlife. The Wellingborough Marsh and the 
Triangular Meadow SINCs are in need of management to 
maintain and improve the diversity of species present.  The 
value of both of these areas could be vastly improved with 
appropriate measures.
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2.8. Heritage Value

2.8.1 The site’s cultural and archaeological heritage has been 
considered in the EIA.  The site itself does not contain or 
form part of a conservation area.  The only listed buildings 
within the application site are the Railway Station and 
associated good shed which date back to 1857 and are 
Grade II listed.  The main building is a relatively small 
structure constructed from red brick with yellow and blue 
dressing and a slate roof.  The associated good shed is 
similarly constructed but is currently unused.

2.8.2 The listed buildings are important heritage features.   
Whilst their proximity should not preclude development at 
the Wellingborough East site, they should be considered in 
the masterplanning of the proposed development to ensure 
that their special architectural or historic interest and their 
settings are not unacceptably harmed.  This is particularly 
important at the railway station which will be a central focus 
for the development. 

2.9. Archaeology

2.9.1 There are no Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAM) 
within the proposed site although the Chester House SAM 
(Roman settlement) lies to the south beyond the River 
Nene, and the Ditchford Bridge SAM lies to the east.

2.9.2 A significant part of the site has been subject to quarrying 
in the past 200 years.  Infrastructure works related 
to the railways, waterways and urban fringe activities 
have also taken place. These have materially affected 
the archaeological potential of the area and overall the 
potential is low in national terms.  The archaeological 
assessment has indicated that the greatest potential is 
for the discovery of prehistoric evidence in the low-lying 
ground of the Ise Valley and of Iron Age and Roman period 
settlement in more prominent locations. A watching brief 
might be appropriate. 

2.10. Drainage

2.10.1 Existing site drainage is determined by the topography 
and ground conditions.  The site and surrounding area are 
dominated by the west-east flowing River Nene and 

 the north-south flowing River Ise (and their associated 
floodplains).

2.10.2 Surface water flow within the area is characterised by a 
series of east-west flowing streams and drains which enter 
the River Ise and north-south flowing streams and drains 
which enter the River Nene. Open bodies of water exist 
beyond the southern boundary of the site.

2.10.3 The underlying solid and drift deposits below the site are 
not major water bearing stratum and are considered to be, 
at best, minor aquifers.  

2.11. Land Stability and Contamination 

2.11.1 Despite its general agricultural setting, the site and its 
immediate surroundings have been subjected to a range 
of historical and more recent industrial activity, quarrying 
and waste disposal.  A Land Contamination Assessment 
has, therefore, been undertaken as part of the EIA.  

2.11.2 Large areas of the site (generally that above approximately 
55m AOD), and adjacent land, have historically been 
affected by mineral extraction which were subsequently 
backfilled with waste.  There is also a long history of 
industrial and railway related uses on the south-western, 
western and north-western fringes of the site. The currently 
operative Sidegate Lane Landfill Site is located adjacent 
to the site on Sidegate Lane and there are also small 
landfill sites at South Hill Farm and adjacent to the A45(T). 
There is, therefore, the potential for contamination and 
pollution of soil, groundwater and surface waters and the 
proposed development itself could be impacted by current 
contamination.

2.11.3 The preliminary investigation of soil and groundwater 
quality undertaken in the northeast section of the site 
did not indicate the presence of any compounds in 
groundwater associated with the nearby Sidegate Lane 
Landfill Site.  Furthermore, preliminary site investigations in 
the backfilled workings across has indicated the presence 
of some heavy metal contamination of soils, but no gases 
have been recorded above background levels. 

 2.11.4 The construction process and development has the potential 
to create new pathways for off site migration of contaminants 
(particularly as piling and ground improvement is required).  
These potential impacts are, however, outweighed by the 
positives which the development could bring through the 
cleaning up of contaminated sites, dealing with pollution 
issues and remediation of old or poorly designed waste 
disposal sites.  An appropriate mitigation strategy is set out 
in the Environmental Statement.

2.12. Utilities

2.12.1 There are a number of existing utilities in and close to the 
application site that have informed the development of the 
Masterplan.  These include:

• The oil pipeline crossing the northern part of the site; 

• The pumping station located close to Irthlingborough Road 
which has a cordon sanitaire of 100m.

• The strategic foul sewers associated with pumping station 
that run through the Ise Valley, along Irthlingborough Road 
and then east to the sewage works.

• The pole mounted 33KV electricity pylons which cross the 
site.  These can be re-routed underground.

• The 132KV electricity pylons that run along the Nene 
Valley.

• The high pressure gas line that crosses the Nene Valley to 
the south of the main application site.

2.13. Noise and Vibration

2.13.1 A detailed assessment of noise and vibration issues 
has been undertaken for the EIA.  The main sources of 
noise were identified as road traffic, rail traffic, industrial 
and commercial activity and construction activity.  The 
assessment has indicated that for most of the development, 
noise is not a constraining issue.  Mitigation will, however, 
be required for development close to the pumping station 
and the railway.  The increase in future traffic attributable to 
the development will also result in a noise impact on existing 
proposed residences that requires   consideration.  
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3. PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT

3.1.1 The Planning Statement which accompanies the planning 
application submission provides a full analysis of the 
National, Regional, Sub-regional and Local planning policy 
context and the relationship of these proposals to it.  This 
section outlines the particularly pertinent policy issues that 
have informed the development of the Masterplan.

3.2.  National and Regional Planning Guidance

3.2.1 PPG1: General Policy and Principles (1997) PPG1 
emphasises the requirement of the planning system to 
facilitate the provision of homes, employment development 
and social facilities in a manner that is consistent with the 
principles of sustainable development.  

3.2.2 PPG3: Housing (2000) sets out the Government’s policies 
and objectives for residential development.  The principle 
objectives of PPG3  are that:

• everyone should have the opportunity of a decent home;

• there should be a greater choice of housing that does not 
reinforce social distinctions;  

• housing needs of all in the community should be 
recognised;

• sustainable patterns of development should be promoted 
with a focus on existing urban areas, maximising the use 
of previously developed land; and 

• new developments should be well designed, contribute to 
the urban renaissance and improve the quality of life.

3.2.3 PPG3 seeks the creation of sustainable patterns of 
development through a sequential approach to site selection 
and a presumption in favour of brownfield development.  It 
also advocates the development of sustainable residential 
environments by: 

• linking development with public transport;

• promoting mixed-use development including residential, 
employment, services and community uses; 

• greening the residential environment through the provision 
of public open space and landscaping;  

• designing for quality in terms of layout and detailed 
design;

• making the best use of land by increasing the density of 
development to a minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare, 
and providing an average of only 1.5 car parking spaces 
per dwelling.

3.2.4 PPG4: Industrial and Commercial Development (1992) 
advocates the provision of a variety of sites available to 
meet differing needs; land which is readily capable of 
development and well served by infrastructure.  It advocates 
development in locations which minimises the length and 
number of trips, especially by motor vehicles, and mixed-
use developments where it does not restrict commercial or 
industrial activities or adversely affect residential amenity.

3.2.5 The principal aims of PPG13: Transport (2001) are to 
reduce car dependency in terms of the number and length 
of journeys made by car, and to encourage the greater use 
of non-car modes i.e. walking, cycling and public transport.  
To do so it proposes the integration of transport and 
land-use planning policy.  For example, locating primary 
schools and local shops near to their users to ensure easy 
access.

3.2.6 PPG17: Sport, Open Space and Recreation (2002) 
provides guidance on the provision and protection of 
open spaces, sport and recreation facilities.  This seeks to 
promote more sustainable patterns of development, social 
inclusion, health and well-being through the provision of 
accessible networks of recreational facilities and open 
spaces.

3.2.7 PPG7: The Countryside- Environmental Quality and 
Economic and Social Development (1997) outlines the 
appropriate approach to sustainable development in rural 
and urban fringe areas.  

3.2.8 PPG9: Nature Conservation (1994) sets out the 
Government’s objectives for nature conservation, the 
framework for safeguarding the natural heritage and the 
implications for development proposals.  

3.2.9 PPG15: Planning and Historic Environment (1994) 
sets out the Government’s policy for the identification and 
protection of historic buildings, conservation areas and other 
elements of the historic environment, and the implications 
for development proposals.  PPG16: Archaeology (1990) 
provides guidance on the preservation and record of 
archaeological remains and again the implications for 
development proposals.  

3.2.10 PPG24: Noise (1994) provides advice on how noise issues 
should be addressed stating that noise sensitive development 
such as houses and schools should be separated from major 
sources of noise (such as employment sites and railways).

3.2.11 PPG25: Development and Flood Risk (2001) seeks to 
reduce the risk to people and the developed and natural 
environment from flooding.  

3.2.12 RPG8 (Regional Planning Guidance for the East 
Midlands) provides strategic guidance for development in 
the region to 2021.  Its policies largely reflect that of the 
PPGs outlined above.
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3.3. Northamptonshire Structure Plan 

3.3.1 The Northamptonshire Structure Plan (NSP) 1996 
– 2016 was adopted in March 2001.  Policy H1 of the NSP 
requires the provision of 7,000 dwellings in Wellingborough 
during the plan period.  Of this 6,500 should be provided 
in urban areas, Strategic Development Areas (SDAs), and 
other urban extensions (Policy H2).  

3.3.2 Policy SDA1 identifies potential SDAs in all of the 
Northamptonshire districts. Wellingborough East is 
specifically referred to.  The Policy states that the 
development will:  

• be adjacent to and integrated with the existing urban 
areas;

• be large enough to support a wide range of facilities and 
services, based on a minimum size of 1,000 dwellings 
and about 20 hectares of industrial and commercial 
development;

• provide a broad balance and range of housing and 
employment;

• incorporate a local centre with attractive open spaces, a 
community centre, local employment, shops and retails 
services, and other facilities;

• include schools, nurseries, local open spaces and children’s 
play areas;

• include local waste management facilities.

3.3.3 The policy also refers to the requirements for transport 
choice and the need for measures to encourage walking, 
cycling and the use of public transport, including:

• public transport priority routes and interchanges;

• locating development in walking distance of the 
interchanges;

• providing a network of pedestrian and cycle routes;

• 20mph home and local centre zones.

3.3.4.1 The final part of the policy refers to including areas of 
countryside (approximately one third of the development 
area) within and around the built development to provide 
for:

• large scale advance planting;

• the conservation and enhancement of environmental 
assets and natural resources;

• flood prevention measures;

• formal and informal recreation areas.

3.3.5 Policy H5 requires that housing development has a 
minimum net density of 35 dwellings per hectare in order 
to ensure the optimum use of land.

3.4. Borough Council of Wellingborough Local Plan 
Alteration

3.4.1 Wellingborough East SDA is allocated in Policy U14 to 
meet the Structure Plan requirements set out above.  The 
policy development requirements are as follows:

• 2875 dwellings;

• 110.8ha of employment;

• 9 ha of leisure uses;

• Community facilities;

• Open space; and

• Infrastructure.

3.4.2 The policy also states that the provision of a sustainable 
transport network for Wellingborough East is a key 
objective.  It requires that priority be given to non-car 
modes of travel, whilst still providing excellent access 
to the strategic transportation network to encourage 
economic development.  As part of the site lies within the 
floodplain of the Rivers Ise, a comprehensive scheme for 
flood protection and prevention must also be identified and 
agreed by the Borough Council in consultation wit     h the 
Environment Agency.

3.4.3 The SDA is divided into the six distinct areas, each with 
separate policy requirements (Policies U15-U20), under 
the umbrella of Policy U14.

 Land between Finedon Road and the Railway

3.4.4 This area forms the core of Wellingborough East.  A mixed-
use development of residential, employment, leisure, 
community facilities and a high level of infrastructure 
provision is proposed.

 Neilson’s Sidings 

3.4.5 This area has been allocated for development which has 
specialised requirements for rail based employment.

 Land North of Finedon Road 

3.4.6 This area adjacent to Neilson’s Sidings is allocated 
for general employment use and should preferably be 
developed in conjunction with Neilson’s Sidings.

 Land North of the A45(T)

3.4.7 This area is allocated for employment use, due to its 
prominent location adjacent to the A45.  It does not form 
part of the application site.  

 Land South of the Railway 

3.4.8 Sited at the confluence of the Rivers Nene and Ise this area 
is reserved for informal recreation and conservation.  It does 
not form part of the application site (save for the provision of 
access routes).

 Land East of Eastfield Road 

3.4.9 This site is allocated for mixed-use development with 
enhancement of the existing environmental features.  It 
does not form part of the application site. 
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Figure 11: Environmental Designations 
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Non Site-Specific Policies

3.4.10 In both the Structure Plan and Local Plan there are a number 
of policies that seek to protect existing features or assets 
of acknowledged environmental and historic importance, 
including nature conservation sites, conservation areas 
and listed buildings, archaeological sites and best and 
most versatile agricultural land (Figure 11: Environmental 
Designations).  These generally reflect the PPGs outlined 
above.

3.4.11 Furthermore, there are specific policies that require certain 
standards in infrastructure provision, notably in terms 
of access and highway capacity, and public transport 
provision.  These have all been taken into account in the 
development of the Masterplan and are considered in 
detail in the Planning Statement.
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3.5. Northamptonshire Waste Local Plan

3.5.1 The provisions of the Revised Deposit Northamptonshire 
Waste Local Plan (June 2003) is currently being considered 
at a Local Plan Inquiry.  Whilst it does not form part of the 
development plan, there is no adopted waste local plan 
in place and it is, therefore, being used for development 
control purposes.  

3.5.2 The Local Plan seeks to implement the national policy 
principles of waste minimisation, self-sufficiency and the 
Best Practicable Environmental Option (BPEO).  It does so 
through the optimisation of the existing network of waste 
management facilities and the identification of additional 
local waste management facilities (where required) in 
major development areas to serve that new development. 

3.5.3 Local Waste Management Facilities are defined as 
processing less than 50,000 tonnes of non hazardous waste 
per annum, which is below the EIA Schedule 2 threshold.  
Policy 4 states that such facilities will be permitted if it can 
demonstrated that they will contribute to a sustainable 
waste management system.  Appropriate locations given 
include the Wellingborough East SDA (to serve that 
development). The Borough Council has indicated a 
potential need for such a facility but not specified its exact 
nature.  That will need to take into account the proximate 
transfer station and civic amenity sites in the Finedon Road 
Industrial Estate and the Sidegate Lane Landfill Site.

3.6. Supplementary Planning Guidance

3.6.1 The Borough Council have published  Supplementary 
Planning Guidance (SPG) to further guide development in 
Wellingborough East.

• Landscape framework: The main components of this are: 
‘green fingers’ of countryside which extend into the new 
development, tree lined avenues or boulevard treatment of 
principal routes, the incorporation of SUDS as an integral 
part of the urban fabric, and a central valley providing a 
focus for both the existing town and new development.

• Legibility: Different character areas each require a 
distinctive treatment, with particular attention to the character 
of the streets and the outer edges of the Wellingborough 
East development.  The framework anticipates a more 
subtle approach to each sub-area as detailed design moves 
forward.

3.6.4 The framework also contains detailed guidance on 
infrastructure, uses, density and design considerations in 
key areas of the development.  These areas include the 
Neighbourhood Centre, the Station Interchange, the bridge 
crossing, and land east of Eastfield Road.

Wellingborough East Development Framework (Adopted 
November 2003)

3.6.2 This SPG explains in more detail how the policies in the 
Local Plan should be implemented.  It articulates the 
vision for taking Wellingborough East SDA forward as an 
exemplary sustainable urban extension and establishes 
a number of urban design principles to ensure a high 
standard of design throughout the development.  

3.6.3 The SPG sets out a number of framework ‘layers’ which 
will inform the Masterplan.  The principles of these layers 
are summarised below:

• Movement framework: The development site should 
integrate with its surroundings, particularly the existing 
town.  The movement framework also explains that there 
should be a network of routes within the application site 
which are well connected, overlooked by frontages and 
aligned to follow desire lines. 

• Community network and mix of facilities: A range of 
conveniently sited community facilities are required to 
ensure that the area is fully serviced.  The framework 
envisages that the application site will have one main 
neighbourhood centre and two smaller local centres. These 
will contain principal community facilities, and include two 
primary schools, a secondary school site and a variety of 
recreation facilities.

• Density: A minimum average net density of 35 dwellings 
per hectare is required.  At key focal points, such as the 
Neighbourhood Centre and Station Island the density is 
anticipated to be up to 60 dwellings per hectare, whilst the 
density is expected to be nearer 30 dwellings per hectare 
in outlying areas.
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Building Better Places: How to Contribute to a 
Sustainable Development (April 2003)

3.6.8 This document provides guidance on designing better 
places for the future.  The document reiterates the 
objectives of sustainable development and explains how 
this can be achieved through:

• Site selection and development;

• Site layout and design;

• Building construction and design; and

• Construction and site practice.

3.6.9 The second section is of particular relevance to the 
preparation of the Masterplan.  It refers to the development 
of liveable and usable environments that ensure ease of 
movement for pedestrians and cyclists and encourage 
the use of public transport.  It also refers to increased 
densities of preferably mixed-use development, energy 
efficient layouts and the provision of residential amenity 
space.  The use of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems, 
implementation of landscape and biodiversity initiatives, 
protection of the cultural heritage, waste management and 
planning out crime are also considered.

Wellingborough East Neighbourhood Centre: Draft 
Development Brief (October 2003)

3.6.5 The Development Framework SPG highlights the need 
for the creation of a Neighbourhood Centre to serve as 
the principal focal point of the new community.  This draft 
development brief sets out in detail the planning and 
design requirements to achieve the high design standards 
sought. 

Wellingborough East Station Island: Draft Development 
Brief (October 2003)

3.6.6 The Development Framework SPG also highlights the 
potential for the creation of a Station Interchange and 
the importance of the appropriate development of Station 
Island.  This draft development brief sets out in detail the 
planning and design requirements to achieve the high 
design standards sought.

Affordable Housing (2004)

3.6.7 The draft guidance expands on Policy H8 and Policy H9 
of the 1999 adopted Local Plan and explains how these 
particular policies are to be implemented. A target of 27% 
affordable housing is highlighted. The SPG identifies a 
particular need for social rented and shared ownership 
housing. 

Planning Out Crime in Northamptonshire (December 
2003)

3.6.10 Key aims of this guidance are to reduce crime, antisocial 
behaviour and fear of crime. The guidance addresses these 
aims by establishing principles for the design, layout and 
landscaping of the built and natural environment.  These 
principles create a safer and more secure environment, 
increase the risk of detection of criminal and antisocial 
activity, and make crime more difficult to commit.  

3.6.11 Of particular note in the development of this Masterplan 
is the encouragement to create high quality environments 
to create identity and a feeling of ownership, encourage 
the creation of a community through increased social 
interaction, and ensure safety and security through an 
increase in activity and natural surveillance.  The SPG also 
advocates the integration of new developments and the 
requirement to ensure connectivity and accessibility to key 
facilities.
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Figure 12: Site Synthesis

4. SITE SYNTHESIS 

4.1. Opportunities and Constraints

4.1.1 The findings of the site analysis and development context 
assessments can be drawn together to identify the 
development opportunities and constraints associated with 
development at Wellingborough East. 

4.1.2 The primary site opportunities and constraints that need 
to be considered in the masterplanning of the proposed 
development are indicated on Figure 12 Site Synthesis.

Constraints

• The presence of the River Ise and River Nene floodplains 
within which development is restricted.

• Direct connections to the town would require access over 
the railway line and River Ise.

• Fears of coalescence with neighbouring settlements 
notably Finedon, Irthlingborough and Rushden.

• The open landscape structure potentially provides wide 
views of the site and any development on it.

• Parts of the site are considered best and most versatile 
agricultural land.

• Two County Wildlife Sites are located on one of the 
proposed access routes.  

• Existing important habitats and fauna within the site.

• Ecologically and historically important hedgerows are 
present on the site. 

• The Railway Station is Grade II listed and the Chester 
House and Ditchford Road SAMs are in close proximity to 
the site.

• The presence of areas of contaminated within and close to 
the site.

• The presence of the existing utilities within the site and 
the requirement to retain a 100m buffer zone around the 
Anglian Water  pumping station. 

• The proximity of noise generating uses to potential 
development areas and the implications for the amenity of 
the new development.
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Opportunities

• Residential development to meet identified needs including 
local affordable housing needs.

• Promotion of complementary mixed-uses including 
significant commercial and industrial development in 
accordance with the Economic Strategy for the Borough.  

• Enhancement of the existing highway network and 
provision of further links and new access points into the 
site, including the provision of direct links to the town 
centre.

• Support for the vitality and viability of the town centre 
through an increase in the population and their spending 
power.

• Regeneration and revitalisation of Wellingborough’s 
eastern urban fringe. 

• Development of the railway station to provide a Station 
Interchange also acting as a hub for wider bus services to 
the benefit of the whole town.

• Development of community facilities to meet local needs 
arising from the proposed development. 

• Enhancement of the existing network of rights of way to 
connect the town, proposed development and surrounding 
countryside.

• Open space provision for children’s play space, sports 
pitches and more informal open space.  

• Ecological and recreational enhancements to the Ise Valley 
to provide a Town and Country Park to the benefit of the 
whole town.

• Retention and enhancement of characteristic landscape 
features.

• Implementation of landscape treatments and woodland 
planting to mitigate the visual impact of development.

• Retention of visual links from the site to existing focal 
points / landmark developments, particularly St Mary’s 
Church, Irthlingborough Grange, and the viaduct south of 
the site,  to provide clarity and character.

4.2. Development Principles

4.2.1 The examination of the planning policy framework and the 
assessment of development opportunities and constraints 
has, therefore, highlighted two key aims for the site’s 
Masterplan.  Firstly, the proposals should seek to maxi-
mise the sustainability potential of the site, and secondly, 
they should seek to create an integrated but individual 
development.

4.2.2 A number of both general and site specific development 
principles have been identified that should be incorporated 
into the Masterplan if these key aims are to be achieved.  
They are as follows.

• Provide for social inclusion and cohesion in a balanced 
community, by development of a mixture of sizes and 
types of housing, including affordable and special needs, 
at a net density in excess of 35 dwellings per hectare. 

• Minimise the need to travel and distances travelled through 
the incorporation of a mix of complementary residential, 
employment, community and leisure development.

• Provide for economic investment and development.

• Provide community facilities and recreation space not only 
for new residents, but to complement existing provision in 
the town.

• Facilitate innovative design that will create a safe and 
attractive living environment. 

• Maximise physical integration with the existing built-form 
and focus on the existing town centre.

• Maximise public transport penetration into the development 
site to promote the use of alternative modes of travel.

• Contribute to and enhance the pedestrian and cycle net-
work, and particularly links to the centre and the surround-
ing countryside.

• Provide new access infrastructure including an Eastern 
Relief Road.

• Contribute to the green network, retaining where possible 
the existing landscape structure and incorporating a com-
prehensive landscaping scheme including structure planting 
to address the visual impact of the proposed development.

• Preserve the character and setting of the listed railway sta-
tion.

• Incorporate habitat management and creation and protect 
existing features of importance.

• Avoid, where possible, areas of best and most versatile 
agricultural land.

• The provision of a Sustainable Urban Drainage System. 
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